An improved oscillator system has a control logic block which has an input from an external device to which clock is being provided. The input controls a counter which counts cycles from the oscillator. If some predetermined number of cycles has passed in the absence of a predetermined input condition, then the oscillator halts, thus reducing power consumption by the oscillator system. Later, upon the predetermined input condition, the oscillator resumes oscillation. The system has improved noise immunity and permits a continuous-oscillation mode without the need of an extra pin or memory bit. The control logic block may also employ a counter which counts the number of times the predetermined input condition has occurred, and only after some predetermined number of occurrences does the oscillator-halting activity take place.
IMPROVED OSCILLATOR SYSTEM AND METHOD

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims priority from US appl. no. 10/048,704, filed October 26, 2001, now US Pat. No. 6,501,342 issued December 31, 2002, which is the US national stage of international patent appl. no. PCT/US01/02758, published in the English language as PCT publication number WO 01/56145, which claims priority from US appl. no. 60/178,887, filed January 28, 2000, which applications are hereby incorporated herein by reference. This application also claims priority from US appl. no. 60/381,362, filed May 17, 2002, which application is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

Background of Invention

[0002] The invention relates generally to oscillators and relates more particularly to power conservation in systems relying upon oscillators.

[0003] In recent years enormous efforts have been expended to try to save power in battery-powered devices such as personal computers and PDAs (personal digital assistants). The designer of such a system faces the constraint that the system invariably requires at least one oscillator to provide clock signals for clocked circuitry such as a microcontroller or microprocessor. In a typical arrangement the oscillator is external to the microcontroller or microprocessor.

[0004] It is well known to conserve power by having the microcontroller or microprocessor go to "sleep" from time to time. For example, if a microcontroller is employed to receive human input at a keyboard or pointing device, it is well known to have the microcontroller go to "sleep" between keystrokes or other input. This may, for example, be carried out as described in US Pat. No. 5,585,792 entitled "Energy-saving keyboard," assigned to the same assignee as the assignee of the present invention, incorporated herein by reference.

[0005] The diligent system designer who takes the well-known step of putting a microcontroller to "sleep" during intervals of inactivity will, however, find that even if the microcontroller is put to sleep, an external oscillator will continue to consume power. In a typical duty cycle where the microcontroller is asleep most of the time, such power consumption in the oscillator turns out to be a chief component of the energy budget. Stated differently, if only there were a way to shut down the oscillator during periods of inactivity such as illustrated in Fig. 1 wherein will stop its oscillation as soon as the clock output 52 from the host microcontroller stops switching.

[0006] Experience has shown, however, that externally induced noise on the clock output line 52 may temporarily disable it, which may be erroneously interpreted by the oscillator circuit as the Stop condition. This is an undesirable situation.

[0007] This may be seen, for example, in Fig. 4 of the previously mentioned international patent application, reproduced herein as Fig. 1. An external oscillator circuit which would have a continuous oscillator output such as illustrated in Fig. 1 wherein will stop its oscillation as soon as the clock output 52 from the host microcontroller stops switching.

[0008] It is disclosed in the above-referenced international patent application number PCT/US01/02758 designating the United States, published as PCT publication number WO 01/56145, to provide an external oscillator circuit which has some level of immunity from the problem of spurious entry into a "stop" condition even in the face of externally induced noise. It would thus be extremely helpful if it were possible to provide a single-chip oscillator which has some level of immunity from the problem of spurious entry into a "stop" condition even in the face of externally induced noise. It would thus likewise be extremely helpful if it were possible to provide a single-chip oscillator which is versatile enough to provide a continuous-operation mode without the need of an extra memory bit or an extra pin for selection of such a mode.

Summary of Invention

[0009] A system designer attempting to provide the benefits of a stoppable oscillator may find that the only clock output signal available from a host microcontroller happens to be divided down from the oscillator signal. Stated differently, it may develop that the clock output signal available from the host microcontroller is a lower frequency than the oscillator frequency. It would be desirable to provide an external oscillator which, even in such an application, nonetheless provides power conservation benefits by stopping during most, if not all, of the time that the host microcontroller is sleeping.

[0010] Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that nonvolatile memory bits are limited in number and cost. It is thus desirable to design systems to minimize the number of nonvolatile memory bits required in such systems.

[0011] It is disclosed in the above-referenced international patent application number PCT/US01/02758 designating the United States, published as PCT publication number WO 01/56145, to provide an external oscillator circuit which has some level of immunity from the problem of spurious entry into a "stop" condition even in the face of externally induced noise. It would thus be extremely helpful if it were possible to provide a single-chip oscillator which is versatile enough to provide a continuous-operation mode without the need of an extra memory bit or an extra pin for selection of such a mode.

[0012] An improved oscillator system has a control logic block which has an input from an external device to which clock is being provided. The input controls a counter which counts cycles from the oscillator. If some predetermined number of cycles has passed in the absence of a predetermined input condition, then the oscillator halts, thus reducing power consumption by the oscillator system. Later, upon
the predetermined input condition, the oscillator resumes oscillation. The system has improved noise immunity and permits a continuous-oscillation mode without the need of an extra pin or memory bit. The control logic block may also employ a counter which counts the number of times the predetermined input condition has occurred, and only after some predetermined number of occurrences does the oscillator-halting activity take place.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

**[0015]** The invention will be described with respect to a drawing, of which:

**[0016]** Fig. 1 shows in functional block diagram an external oscillator connected with a microcontroller, and

**[0017]** Fig. 2 shows in functional block diagram an external oscillator including features embodying the invention.

**Detailed Description**

**[0018]** Noise immunity. As will be described in more detail below, in order to fortify the circuit against the effects of noise, it is proposed to have the control logic block 34 (Fig. 2) incorporate an edge-sensitive input 113, with further conditioning by an internal counter 104. The circuit permits the clock 103 to be continually output even under conditions where the clock output 52 will not, often and periodically, produce any logic level changes.

**[0019]** The counter 104 in the control logic block 34 may be preset to any useful number “N”, such as a power of 2 (2, 4, ..., 32, 64, ..., 1024, etc.) for simplicity of implementation. The output clock 26 will only be stopped if the line 52 has not produced any transitions for “N” cycles of the clock of the oscillator 103.

**[0020]** Operation with divided-clock output. With an appropriate selection of number “N”, the described circuit will also operate with host devices that do not have a direct output of the buffered input clock, but which have only a lower-frequency (divided-down) output as shown in Fig. 2. This may happen because there is a divider 109 in the device 101. For example, if the divided signal is divided by four (with respect to the oscillator frequency) then N should minimally be at least four, and would preferably be four times some power of two, for example N may be sixteen or 64 or 1024.

**[0021]** Continuous-mode oscillation. It may also be beneficial to not stop the clock 103 at all, if the external oscillator circuit 102 is used in such a way that the clock output should be continuous. As mentioned above, the obvious ways to do this would be (a) by allocating a nonvolatile bit within the chip, the setting of which causes the continuous-mode operation, or (b) by allocating an extra pin which is tied high or low to cause the continuous-mode operation. Instead of either of these approaches, in an exemplary embodiment of the invention, the control logic block 34 is configured so that the oscillator is halted only if some predetermined number of transitions is detected from the clock output line 52. Stated differently, the mode of operations of the external oscillator circuit is switched only if a minimum number of transitions "M" are detected from the clock output line 52. M could be the same as N or could be some smaller or larger number. If the system designer desires uninterrupted operation of the clock, the input pin from line 52 may simply be connected to a stable logic level. This configuration of the control logic block 34 is accomplished, in an exemplary embodiment, by means of a counter 105.

**[0022]** Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the counter 104 and the counter 105 may be distinct from each other. If the two counters are intended to count to different totals M and N with M smaller than N, then gates may be conserved by providing a first counter 105 which counts to M, and by providing an additional counter which takes an output from the counter 105 and counts to N-M, the output of which is defined as counter 104. It should also be appreciated that such counters could start at zero and count up to M (or N) or could start at M (or N) and count downwards toward zero.

**[0023]** Returning to Fig. 2, what is shown is an oscillator system 102 comprising an oscillator 103 and control means 34, the oscillator 103 having an output 114 communicated externally (line 26) to the system and to the control means, the oscillator 103 having a control line 108 from the control means, the oscillator 103 responsive to a first state of the control line 108 from the control means 34 by providing an oscillating signal on the output 114 and responsive to a second state of the control line 108 from the control means 34 by providing a constant signal on the output 26. The system has an input 52 communicated externally to the system 102. The control means 34 comprises a counter 104 responsive to the oscillator output 114 for counting cycles thereof, the counter 104 yielding a signal 115 indicative of the event of the number of counted cycles reaching a predetermined number, the counter 104 responsive to the input 52 by resetting itself upon an event regarding the input 52. The control means 34, in the absence of the signal 115 from the counter 104, asserts the first state of the control line 108 to the oscillator 103, and in the event of the signal 115 from the counter 104, asserts the second state of the control line 108 to the oscillator 103. The predetermined number may be a power of two. It may be at least sixteen. It may be at least 1024. The event regarding the input 52 to which the counter 104 responds may be an edge-sensitive event. The system 102 may be, and is preferably, on a single chip.

**[0024]** Again as shown in Fig. 2, there an be a second counter 105 responsive to the oscillator output 114 for counting cycles thereof. The second counter 105 yields a signal 120 indicative of the event of the number of counted cycles reaching a second predetermined number. The second counter 105 is responsive to the input 52 by resetting itself upon an event regarding the input 52. The control means 106 is responsive to the event of the signal 120 from the second counter 105 by disabling the second state of the control line 108 to the oscillator 103. Stated differently, if line 52 were tied to a stable logic level, the counter 105 would reach its second predetermined number and the oscillator 103 would never get halted. This permits the system 102 to be quite flexible. The system 102 can be used with an external device 101 that sometimes goes to sleep, in which case the system 102 will conserve power as described above. On the other hand, the system 102 can be used with an external device that never goes to sleep, in which case line 52 is tied to a stable logic level, and the oscillator 103 is enabled at all times.

**[0025]** The second predetermined number may be a power of two, or may be at least sixteen, or may be smaller or larger.
that the first predetermined number associated with the first counter 104. The system 102 including counter 105 may be, and preferably is, on a single chip.

[0026] Stated differently, in one embodiment of the invention the mode of operations of the oscillator is switched only if some predetermined minimum number of transitions is detected from the clock output line 52. The number M of such transitions may be the same as N. This parameter is applied to a separate counter 105 in the control logic block 34. M can be smaller than, larger than, or the same as N.

[0027] It should be appreciated that the counter 105 simply adds up the number of cycles on line 52, and stops (holding the value) when the count of M is reached. Alternatively, counter 105 is preloaded with the number M and is decremented when the value of zero is reached. When counter 105 has detected M cycles on line 52, the mode of operations changes from "continuous" to "start/stop" and counter 104 is able to control whether the oscillator 103 has an output.

[0028] The counter 104 tallies the number of cycles on line 26 while there are no transitions on line 52. Depending on the particular logic implementation, it is reset to zero (or present to a number N) when a transition on line 52 is detected. If over N cycles on line 26 have occurred while there are no transitions on line 52, the clock output on line 26 is halted. The clock output on line 26 will be restarted if at least a single transition on line 52 is detected. The clock 26 will not be shut down again until counter 105 tallies M cycles on line 52.

[0029] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention offers its benefit with regard to any system in which sequences of internal states must be developed. Thus, while the invention is described in connection with exemplary embodiments such as microcontrollers or microprocessors, it offers its benefits in any other system requiring a clock, such as a UART (universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter), shift register, or generalized state machine.

Claims

1. An oscillator system comprising an oscillator and control means, the oscillator having an output communicated external to the system and to the control means, the oscillator having a control line from the control means, the oscillator responsive to a first state of the control line from the control means by providing an oscillating signal on the output and responsive to a second state of the control line from the control means by providing a constant signal on the output; the system having an input communicated externally to the system; the control means comprising a first counter responsive to the oscillator output for counting cycles thereof, the first counter yielding a signal indicative of the event of the number of counted cycles reaching a first predetermined number, the second counter responsive to the input by resetting itself upon an event regarding the input; the control means responsive to the event of the signal from the second counter by disabling the second state of the control line to the oscillator.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is at least 1024.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the event regarding the input to which the counter responds is an edge-sensitive event.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is at least 16.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the oscillator is an RC oscillator.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the system is on a single chip.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the oscillator has an input communicated external to the system and to the control means.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the integrated circuit is a microcontroller.

9. The system of claim 1 wherein the integrated circuit is a microcontroller.

10. The system of claim 1 wherein the oscillator is an RC oscillator.

11. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

12. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is at least sixteen.

13. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

14. The system of claim 1 wherein the first predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

15. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

16. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

17. The system of claim 1 wherein the input to which the counter responds is an edge sensitive event.

18. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

19. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

20. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

21. The system of claim 1 wherein the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

22. A method performed with respect to an oscillator system having an output and an input, the method comprising the steps of: oscillating; providing a signal indicative of the oscillation to the output; counting the oscillations, yielding a first count of oscillations; resetting the first count upon receipt of a predetermined event at the input; and halting the oscillating upon the first count reaching a first predetermined number.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein the first predetermined number is a power of two.

24. The method of claim 22 wherein the first predetermined number is at least sixteen.
25. The method of claim 22 wherein the first predetermined number is at least 1024.

26. The method of claim 22 wherein the event regarding the input is an edge sensitive event.

27. The method of claim 22 further comprising the event, performed after the halting step, of resuming the oscillating upon receipt of the predetermined event at the input.

28. The method of claim 22 wherein the counting of oscillations also yields a second count of oscillations, the method further comprising the steps of: resetting the second count upon receipt of the predetermined event at the input; performing the halting step only after the event of the second count reaching a second predetermined number.

29. The method of claim 28 in which the second predetermined number is smaller than the first predetermined number.

30. The method of claim 28 in which the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

31. The method of claim 28 in which the second predetermined number is the same as the first predetermined number.

* * * * *